Your BACK PAIN relief starts
with a superior massage.
When you are looking for a jetted bathtub for
back pain relief, a few things are critical. These
things include the number of jets, jet design,
strength, and jet placement. Hydro Massage
designs our therapeutic back massage systems
to cover all or most parts of your back – your
neck, shoulders, mid back, and lower back.

Jet Design:

Mid Back

Most whirlpool bathtubs only provide very small
jets that produce a single stream of water — a
little larger than the size of a pencil to a small
area on your back. That doesn’t provide a true
massage benefit. Hydro Massage new technology
therapeutic jets each deliver a strong but soothing
massage. Because each jet provides a dual
pulsating stream of water. Each of our jets covers
approximately a 2” diameter area on your back.

Jet Placement:
Typical Competitors back jets placement

Neck
Shoulder

Mid Back
Lower Back

Other jetted bathtubs typically have only a few
jets on the back of the tub, hitting approximately
mid back. If you have back pain in other places,
which most of us do, you have less pain relief.
Hydro Massage back therapeutic massage system
covers a much larger area of the back of the tub
— targeting your neck, shoulders, mid back, and
lower back. We do really have your back!
Hydro Massage therapeutic back massage system
is designed to help:
• target neuromuscular trigger points
• boost circulation
• alleviate pain naturally
• relax tense muscles
• relieve inflammation
• improve spine mobility and flexibility
Our new technology therapeutic jets are standard
on our therapeutic series baths. Verify the number
of jets and placement before purchase.

Hydro Massage back massage system jets placement

“I suffer from migraines, back and neck problems. Ron and
Jenny made sure the jets were placed in the spots I would most
benefit from. My headaches have been cut by more than half
and my back and neck feel like they used to many years ago.”
Back massage systems vary be model and series. Verify the system before purchase.

How much better will you feel
after a great foot massage?
Did you know your feet have over 214,000 nerve endings?
They are connected to all the major organs in your body.
Different parts of your feet are reflexology trigger points
addressing all parts of your body. It’s no wonder sore
feet affect everything else! Hydro Massage designs and
places therapeutic jets for your feet to receive the optimum
massage that hits most of your trigger points.

Reflexology Trigger Points

Jet Design:

Most whirlpool bathtubs only provide very small jets that
produce a single stream of water — a little larger than the
size of a pencil to a small area on your feet. That doesn’t
provide a true massage benefit. Hydro Massage’s ultra
massage jets provide a soothing massage covering a 3”
circle directed at the soles of your feet. Our other option
for feet is our exclusive therapeutic Sole Soother Jets. The
sole soother reflexology foot massage system covers a 3.5”
circular area to each foot with 7 separate water jets in each
sole soother. Its like having 7 fingers massaging the sole of
your foot.

Jet Placement:

Other jetted bathtubs typically have only a few jets at the
front of the tub at the same level all the way around, which
can hit more on the tips of your toes than the soles of your
feet. Hydro Massage foot jets target the right places with
a strong yet soothing pulsating water massage. It makes a
difference when those nerve endings get massaged!

Typical Competitor foot jet

Hydro Massage therapeutic foot massage system
is designed to help:
• target neuromuscular trigger points
• boost circulation
• alleviate pain naturally
• relax tense muscles
• relieve inflammation

Treat Your Feet Right!

Hydro Massage
Ultra Massage jet

Hydro Massage Therapeutic
Sole Soother jet

“There isn’t a feature I don’t like, but I have to say
my favorite is the the Sole Soother.

I love having my feet massaged!!”
Our new technology Ultra Massage jets are standard on our therapeutic series baths. Our therapeutic Sole Soother
jets are standard on our combination and platinum series baths. Verify the jet type before purchase.

